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IN DEFENSE 

 
OF 

EMMA GOLDMANN 

 
AND THE 
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BY 
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PHILADELPHIA. 1894. 

 
(3515 WALLACE STREET.) 

"A STARVING MAN HAS A NATURAL RIGHT TO HIS NEIGHBOR'S BREAD". 
    CARDINAL MANNING. 

"I HAVE NO IDEA OF PETITIONING FOR RIGHTS. WHATRVER THE RIGHTS OF THE PEOPLE ARE, 
THEY HAVE A RIGHT TO THEM, AND NONE HAVE A RIGHT TO EITHER WITHOLD OR GRANT 
THEM". 

    PAINE'S "Rights of Man". 
"ASK FOR WORK; IF THEY DO NOT GIVE YOU WORK ASK FOR BREAD; IF THEY DO NOT GIVE 
YOU WORK OR BREAD THEN TAKE BREAD". 

    EMMA GOLDMANN. 

A LECTURE. 

Delivered in New York, Dec. 16. 1894. 
 

BY VOLTAIRINE DE CLEYRE. 
 



    The light is pleasant, is it not my friends? It is good to look into each other's 
faces, to see the hands that clasp our own, to read the eyes that search our thoughts, 
to know what manner of lips give utterance to our pleasant greetings. It is good to 
be able to wink defiance at the Night, the cold, unseeing Night. How weird, how 
gruesome, how chilly it would be if I stood here in blackness, a shadow addressing 
shadows, in a house of blindness! Yet each would know that he was not alone; yet 
might we stretch hands and touch each other, and feel the warmth of human 
presence near. Yet might a sympathetic voice ring thro' the darkness, quickening 
the dragging moments. -- The lonely prisoners in the cells of Blackwell's Island 
have neither light nor sound! The short day hurries across the sky, the short day 
still more shortened in the gloomy walls. The long chill night creeps up so early, 
weaving its sombre curtain before the imprisoned eyes. And thro' the curtain comes 
no sympathizing voice, beyond the curtain lies the prison silence, beyond that the 
cheerless, uncommunicating land, and still beyond the icy, fretting river, black and 
menacing, ready to drown. A wall of night, a wall of stone, a wall of water! Thus 
has the great State of New York answered EMMA GOLDMANN; thus have the 
classes replied to the masses; thus do the rich respond to the poor; thus does the 
Institution of Property give its ultimatum to Hunger! 

    "Give us work" said EMMA GOLDMANN; "if you do not give us work, then 
give us bread; if you do not give us either work or bread then we shall take bread."-
- It wasn't a very wise remark to make to the State of New York, that is--Wealth 
and its watch-dogs, the Police. But I fear me much that the apostles of liberty, the 
fore-runners of revolt, have never been very wise. There is a record of a seditious 
person, who once upon a time went about with a few despised followers in 
Palestine, taking corn out of other people's corn-fields; (on the Sabbath day, too). 
That same person, when he wished to ride into Jerusalem told his disciples to go 
forward to where they would find a young colt tied, to unloose it and bring it to 
him, and if any one interfered or said anything to them, were to say: "My master 
hath need of it". That same person said: "Give to him that asketh of thee, and from 
him that taketh away thy goods ask them not back again". That same person once 
stood before the hungry multitudes of Galilee and taught them, saying: "The 
Scribes and the Pharisees sit in Moses' seat; therefore whatever they bid you 
observe, that observe and do. But do not ye after their works, for they say, and do 
not. For they bind heavy burdens, and grievous to be borne, and lay them on men's 
shoulders; but they themselves will not move them with one of their fingers. But 
all their works they do to be seen of men; they make broad their phylacteries, and 
enlarge the borders of their garments: and love the uppermost rooms at feasts, and 
the chief seats in the synagogues, and greetings in the markets, and to be called of 
men, Rabbi, Rabbi'." And turning to the scribes and the pharisees, he continued: 
"Woe unto you, Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye devour widows' houses, 
and for a presence make long prayers: therefore shall ye receive the greater 
damnation. Woe unto you, Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye pay tithe of 
mint, and anise, and cummin, and have omitted the weightier matters of the law, 
judgment, and mercy, and faith: these ought ye to have done and not left the other 



undone. Ye blind guides, that strain at a gnat and swallow a camel! Woe unto you, 
Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye make clean the outside of the cup end 
plaster, but within they are full of extortion and excess. Woe unto you, Scribes and 
Pharisees, hypocrites! For ye are like unto whited sepulchres, which indeed appear 
beautiful outward, but within are full of dead men's bones and all uncleanness. 
Even so ye outwardly appear righteous unto men, but within ye are full of 
hypocrisy and iniquity. Woe unto you, Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! Because 
ye build the tombs of the prophets and garnish the sepulchres of the righteous; and 
say, 'if we had been in the days of our fathers we would not have been partakers 
with them in the blood of the prophets'. Wherefore ye be witnesses unto yourselves 
that ye are the children of them which killed the prophets. Fill ye up then the 
measure of your fathers! Ye serpents! Ye generations of vipers! How can ye escape 
the damnation of hell!" 

    Yes; these are the words of the outlaw who is alleged to form the foundation 
stone of modern civilization, to the authorities of his day. Hypocrites, extortionists, 
doers of iniquity, robbers of the poor, blood-partakers, serpents, vipers, fit for hell! 

    It wasn't a very wise speech, from beginning to end. Perhaps he knew it when he 
stood before Pilate to receive his sentence, when he bore his heavy crucifix up 
Calvary, when nailed upon it, stretched in agony, he cried: "My God, my God, why 
hast thou forsaken me!" 

    No, it wasn't wise--but it was very grand. 

    This grand, foolish person, this beggar-tramp, this thief who justified the action 
of hunger, this man who set the right of Property beneath his foot, this Individual 
who defied the State, do you know why he was so feared and hated, and punished? 
Because, as it is said in the record, "the common people heard him gladly"; and the 
accusation before Pontius Pilate was, "we found this fellow perverting the whole 
nation. He stirreth up the people, teaching throughout all Jewry". 

    Ah, the dreaded "common people"! 

    When Cardinal Manning wrote: "Necessity knows no law, and a starving man 
has a natural right to his neighbor's bread", who thought of arresting Cardinal 
Manning? His was a carefully written article in the FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW. 
Who read it? Not the people who needed bread. Without food in their stomachs, 
they had no fifty cents to spend for a magazine. It was not the voice of the people 
themselves asserting rights. No one for one instant imagined that Cardinal 
Manning put himself at the head of ten thousand hungry men to loot the bakeries of 
London. It was a piece of ethical hair-splitting to be discussed in after-dinner 
speeches by the wine-muddled gentlemen who think themselves most competent to 
consider such subjects when their dress-coats are spoiled by the vomit of gluttony 
and drunkenness. But when EMMA GOLDMANN stood in Union Square and 



said, "if they do not give you work or bread then take bread", the common people 
heard her gladly and as of old the wandering carpenter of Nazareth addressed his 
own class, teaching throughout all Jewry, stirring up the people against the 
authorities, so the dressmaker of New York addressing the unemployed working-
people of New York, was the menace of the depths of society, crying in its own 
tongue. The authorities heard and were afraid: therefore the triple wall. 

    It is the old, old story. When Thomas Paine, one hundred years ago, published 
the first part of "The Rights of Man", the part in which he discusses principles 
only, the edition was a high-priced one, reaching comparatively few readers. It 
created only a literary furore. When the second part appeared, the part in which he 
treats of the application of principles, in which he declares that "men should not 
petition rights but take them", it came out in a cheap form, so that one hundred 
thousand copies were sold in a few weeks. That brought down the prosecution of 
the government. It had reached the people that might act, and prosecution followed 
prosecution till Botany Bay was full of the best men of England. Thus were the 
limitations of speech and press declared, and thus will they ever be declared so 
long as there are antagonistic interests in human society. 

    Understand me clearly. I believe that the term "constitutional right of free 
speech" is a meaningless phrase, for this reason: the constitution of the United 
States, and the Declaration of Independence, and particularly the latter, were, in 
their day, progressive expressions of progressive ideals. But they are, throughout, 
characterized y the metaphysical philosophy which dominated the thought of the 
last century. They speak of "inherent rights", "inalienable rights", "natural rights", 
etc: They declare that men are equal because of a supposed, mysterious wetness, 
existing somehow apart from matter. I do not say this to disparage those grand men 
who dared to put themselves against the authorities of the monarchy, and to 
conceive a better ideal of society, one which they certainly thought would secure 
equal rights to men; because I realize fully that no one can live very far in advance 
of the time-spirit, and I am positive in my own mind that, unless some cataclysm 
destroys the human race before the end of the twentieth century the experience of 
the next hundred years will explode many of our own theories. But the experience 
of this age has proven that metaphysical quantities do not exist apart from 
materials, and hence humanity can not be made equal by declarations on paper. 
Unless the material conditions for equality exist, it is worse than mockery to 
pronounce men equal. And unless there is equality (and by equality I mean equal 
chances for every one to make the most of himself) unless, I say, these equal 
chances exist, freedom, either of thought, speech, or action, is equally a mockery. 

    I once read that one million angels could dance at the same time on the point of 
a needle; possibly one million angels might be able to get a decent night's lodging 
by virtue of their constitutional rights; one single tramp couldn't. And whenever the 
tongues of the non-possessing class threaten the possessors, whenever the 
disinherited menace the privileged, that moment you will find that the constitution 



isn't made for you. Therefore I think anarchists make a mistake when they contend 
for their constitutional rights. As a prominent lawyer, Mr. Thomas Earle White of 
Phila., himself an anarchist, said to me not long since: "What are you going to do 
about it? Go into the courts, and fight for your legal rights? Anarchists haven't got 
any." "Well", says the governmentalist, "you can't consistently claim any. You 
don't believe in constitutions and laws." Exactly so; and if any one will right my 
constitutional wrongs I will willingly make him a present of my constitutional 
rights. At the same time I am perfectly sure no one will ever make this exchange; 
nor will any help ever come to the wronged class from the outside. Salvation on 
the vicarious plan isn't worth despising. Redress of wrongs will not come by 
petitioning "the powers that be'. "He has rights who dare maintain them." "The 
Lord helps them who help themselves." (And when one is able to help himself, I 
don't think he is apt to trouble the Lord much for his assistance.) As long as the 
working-people fold hands and pray the gods in Washington to give them work, so 
long they will not get it. So long as they tramp the streets, whose stones they lay, 
whose filth they clean, whose sewers they dig, yet upon which they must not stand 
too long lest the policeman bid them "move on"; as long as they go from factory to 
factory, begging for the opportunity to be a slave, receiving the insults of bosses 
and foremen, getting the old "no", the old shake of the head, in these factories they 
built, whose machines they wrought; so long as they consent to herd like cattle, in 
the cities, driven year after year, more and more, off the mortgaged land, the land 
they cleared, fertilized, cultivated, rendered of value; so long as they stand 
shivering, gazing thro' plate glass windows at overcoats, which they made, but 
cannot buy, starving in the midst of food they produced but cannot have; so long as 
they continue to do these things vaguely relying upon some power outside 
themselves, be it god, or priest, or politician, or employer, or charitable society, to 
remedy matters, so long deliverance will be delayed. When they conceive the 
possibility of a complete international federation of labor, whose constituent 
groups shall take possession of land, mines, factories, all the instruments of 
production, issue their own certificates of exchange, and, in short, conduct their 
own industry without regulative interference from law-makers or employers, then 
we may hope for the only help which counts for aught--Self-Help; the only 
condition which can guarantee free speech, (and no paper guarantee needed). 

    But meanwhile, while we are waiting, for there is yet much grist of the middle 
class to be ground between the upper and nether millwheels of economic 
evolution; while we await the formation of the international labor trust; while we 
watch for the day when there are enough of people with nothing in their stomachs 
and desperation in their heads, to go about the work of expropriation; what shall 
those do who are starving now? 

    That is the question which EMMA GOLDMANN had to face; and she answered 
it by saying: "Ask, and if you do not receive, take,--take bread". 



    I do not give you that advice. Not because I do not think that bread belongs to 
you; not because I do not think you would be morally right in taking it; not that I 
am not more shocked and horrified and embittered by the report of one human 
being starving in the heart of plenty than by all the Pittsburgs;, and Chicagoes, and 
Homesteads, and Tennessees, and Coeur d'Alenes, and Buffaloes, and Barcelonas, 
and Parises not that I do not think one little bit of sensitive human flesh is worth all 
the property rights in N. Y. city; not that I think the world will ever be saved by the 
sheep's virtue of going patiently to the shambles; not that I do not believe the 
expropriation of the possessing classes inevitable, and that that expropriation will 
begin by just such acts' EMMA GOLDMANN advised, viz: the taking possession 
of wealth already produced; not that I think you owe any consideration to the 
conspirators of Wall Street, or those who profit by their operations, as such nor 
ever will till they are reduced to the level of human beings having equal chances 
with you to earn their share of social wealth, and no more, not that I would have 
you forget the consideration they have shown to you; that they have advised lead 
for strikers, strychnine for tramps, bread and water as good enough for working 
people; not that I cannot hear yet in my ears the words of one who said to me of the 
Studebaker Wagon Works' strikers, "if I had my way I'd mow them down with 
gatling guns"; not that I would have you forget the electric wire of Ft. Frick, nor 
the Pinkertons, nor the militia, nor the prosecutions for murder and treason; not 
that I would have you forget the 4th of May, when your constitutional right of free 
speech was vindicated, nor the 11th of Nov. when it was assassinated; not that I 
would have you forget the single dinner at Delmonico's which Ward Mc.Allister 
tells us cost ten thousand collars! Would I have you forget that the wine in the 
glasses was your children's blood? It must be a rare drink--children blood! I have 
read of the wonderful sparkle on costly champagne; -- I have never seen it. If I did 
I think it would look to me like mother tears over the little, white, wasted forms of 
dead babies;--dead--because--there was no milk in their breasts! Yes, I want you to 
remember that these rich are blood-drinkers, tearers of human flesh, gnawers of 
human bones! Yes, if I had the power I would burn your wrongs upon your hearts 
in characters that should glow like live coals in the night! 

    I have not a tongue of fire as EMMA GOLDMANN has; I cannot "stir the 
people"; I must speak in my own cold, calculated way. (Perhaps that is the reason I 
am let to speak at all.) But if I had the power my will is good enough. You know 
how Shakespeare's Marc Antony addressed the populace of Rome: 

"I am no orator, as Brutus is, 
But as you know me all, a plain blunt man 
That love my friend. And that they know full well 
That gave me public leave to speak of him. 
For I have neither wit, nor words, nor worth, 
Action, nor utterance, nor the power of speech 
To stir men's blood. I only speak right on. 
I tell you that which you yourselves do know, 



Show you sweet Caesar's wounds, poor, poor dumb mouths, 
And bid them speak for me. But were I Brutus 
And Brutus Antony, there were an Antony 
Would ruffle up your spirits, and put a tongue 
In every wound of Caesar's, that should move 
The stones of Rome to rise and mutiny." 

    If, therefore, I do not give you the advice which EMMA GOLDMANNN gave, 
let not the authorities suppose it is because I have any more respect for their 
constitution and their law than she has, or that I regard them as having any rights in 
the matter. 

    No. My reasons for not giving that advice are two. First, if I were giving advice 
at all, I would say: "My friends, that bread belongs to you. It is you who toiled and 
sweat in the sun to sow and reap the wheat; it is you who stood by the thresher, and 
breathed the chaff-filled atmosphere in the mills, while it was ground to flour; it is 
you who went into the eternal night of the mine and risked drowning, fire-damp, 
explosion, and cave-in, to get the fuel for the fire that baked it; it is you who stood 
in the hell-like heat, and struck the blows that forged the iron for the ovens wherein 
it is baked; it is you who stand all night in the terrible cellar shops, and tend the 
machines that knead the flour into dough; it is you, you, you, farmer, miner, 
mechanic, who make the bread; but you haven't the power to take it. At every 
transformation wrought by toil some one who didn't toil has taken part from you; 
and now he has it all, and you haven't the power to take it back! You are told you 
have the power because you have the numbers. Never make so silly a blunder as to 
suppose that power resides in numbers. One good, level-headed policeman with a 
club, is worth ten excited, unarmed men; one detachment of well-drilled militia has 
a power equal to that of the greatest mob that could be raised in New York City. 
Do you know I admire compact, concentrated power. Let me give you an 
illustration. Out in a little town in Illinois there is a certain capitalist, and if ever a 
human creature sweat and ground the grist of gold from the muscle of man, it is he. 
Well, once upon a time, his workmen, (not his slaves, his workmen,) were on 
strike; and fifteen hundred muscular Polacks armed with stones, brickbats, red hot 
pokers, anti other such crude weapons as a mob generally collects, went up to his 
house for the purpose of smashing the windows, and so forth; possibly to do as 
those people in Italy did the other day with the sheriff who attempted to collect the 
milk tax. He alone, one man, met them on the steps of his porch, and for two 
mortal hoers, by threats, promised, cajoleries, held those fifteen hundred Poles at 
bay. And finally they went away, without smashing a pane of glass or harming a 
hair of his head. Now that was power! And you can't help but admire it, no matter 
if it was your enemy who displayed it; and you must admit that so long as numbers 
can be overcome by such relative quantity, power does not reside in numbers. 
Therefore, if I were giving advice, I would not say, "take bread", but take counsel 
with yourselves flow to get the power to take bread. 



    There is no doubt but that power is latently in you; there is little doubt it can be 
developed; there is no doubt the authorities know this, and fear it, and are ready to 
exert as much force as is necessary to repress any signs of its development. And 
this is the explanation of EMMA GOLMANN'S imprisonment. The authorities do 
not fear you as you are, they only fear what you may become. The dangerous thing 
was "the voice crying in the wilderness" foretelling the power which was to come 
after it. You should have seen how they feared it in Phila. They got out a whole 
platoon of police and detectives, and executed a military maneuver to catch the 
little woman who had been running around under their noses for three days. And 
when she walked up to them, why then, they surrounded and captured her, and 
guarded the city hall where they kept her over night, and put a detective in the next 
cell to make notes. Why so much fear? Did they shrink from the stab of the 
dressmakers needle? Or did they dread some stronger weapon? 

    Ah! -- the accusation before the New York Pontius Pilate was: "she stirreth up 
the people". And Pilate sentenced her to the full limit of the law, because, he said, 
"you are more than ordinarily intelligent". Why is intelligence dealt thus hardly 
with? Because it is the beginning of power. Strive, then, for power. 

    My second reason for not repeating EMMA GOLDMANN'S words is, that I, as 
an anarchist, have no right to advise another to do anything involving a risk to 
himself; nor would I give a fillip for an action done by the advice of some one else, 
unless it is accompanied by a well-argued, well-settled conviction on the part of 
the person acting, that it really is the best thing to do. Anarchism, to me, means not 
only the denial of authority, not only a new economy, but a revision of the 
principles of morality. It means the development of the individual as well as the 
assertion of the individual. IT means self-responsibility, and not leader worship. I 
say it is your business to decide whether you will starve and freeze in sight of food 
and clothing, outside of jail, or commit some overt act against the institution of 
property and take your place beside TIMMERMANN and GOLDMANN. And in 
saying this I mean to cast no reflection whatever upon Miss Goldmann for doing 
otherwise. She and I hold many differing views on both Economy and Morals; and 
that she is honest in hers she has proven better than I have proven mine. Miss 
Goldmann is a communist; I am an individualist. She wishes to destroy the right of 
property, I wish to assert it. I make my war upon privilege and authority, whereby 
the right of property, the true right in that which is proper to the individual, is 
annihilated. She believes that co-operation would entirely supplant competition; I 
hold that competition in one form or another will always exist, and that it is highly 
desirable it should. But whether she or I be right, or both of us be wrong, of one 
thing I am sure; the spirit which animates EMMA GOLDMAN is the only one 
which will emancipate the slave from his slavery, the tyrant from his tyranny--the 
spirit which is willing to dare and suffer. 

    That which dwells in the frail body in the prison-room to-night is not the New 
York dressmaker alone. Transport yourselves there in thought a moment; look 



steadily into those fair, blue eyes, upon the sun-brown hair, the sea-shell face, the 
restless hands, the woman's figure, look steadily till these fade from sight, as things 
will fade when gazed long upon, look steadily till in place of the person, the 
individual of time and place, you see that which transcends time and place, and 
flits from house to house of Life, mocking at Death. Swinburne in his magnificent 
"Before a Crucifix" says: 

"With iron for thy linen bands, 
And unclean cloths for winding-sheet, 
They bind the people's nail-pierced hands, 
They hide the people's nail-pierced feet: 
And what man, or what angel known 
Shall roll back the sepulchral stone?" 

    Perhaps in the presence of this untrammeled spirit we shall feel that something 
has rolled back the sepulchral stone; and up from the cold wind of the grave is 
borne the breath that animated ANAXAGORAS, SOCRATES, CHRIST, 
HYPATIA, JOHN HUSS, BRUNO, ROBERT EMMET, JOHN BROWN, 
SOPHIA PEROVSKAYA, PARSONS, FISCHER, ENGEL, SPIES, LINGG, 
BERKMANN, PALLAS; and all those, known and unknown, who have died by 
tree, and axe, and fagot, or dragged out forgotten lives in dungeons, derided, hated, 
tortured by men. Perhaps we shall know ourselves face to face with that which 
leaps from the throat of the strangled when the rope chokes, which smokes up from 
the blood of the murdered when the axe falls; that which has been forever hunted, 
fettered, imprisoned, exiled, executed, and never conquered. Lo, from its many 
incarnations it comes forth again, the immortal Race-Christ of the Ages! The 
gloomy walls are glorified thereby, the prisoner is transfigured: And we say, 
reverently we say: 

"O sacred Head, O desecrate, 
O labor-wounded feet and hands, 
O blood poured forth in pledge to fate 
Of nameless lives in divers lands! 
O slain, and spent, and sacrificed 
People! The gray-grown, speechless Christ." 
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Further information:  

Selected Works of Voltairine de Cleyre, ed. 
Alexander Berkman (1914) 
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/43098/43098-
h/43098-h.htm 

Eugenia C. Delamotte, Gates of Freedom: 
Voltairine de Cleyre and the Revolution of the Mind, (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan 
Press, 2007). 

Great Anarchists #2 https://issuu.com/dogsectionpress/docs/ga2_voltairine 

Audio: https://greatanarchists.bandcamp.com/track/great-anarchists-voltairine-de-cleyre 

Anarchy Archives: Voltairine de Cleyre 
http://dwardmac.pitzer.edu/bright/cleyre/Cleyrearchive.html  

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/43098/43098-h/43098-h.htm
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/43098/43098-h/43098-h.htm
https://issuu.com/dogsectionpress/docs/ga2_voltairine
https://greatanarchists.bandcamp.com/track/great-anarchists-voltairine-de-cleyre
http://dwardmac.pitzer.edu/bright/cleyre/Cleyrearchive.html
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